
Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Saturday, March 4 

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances 

are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning 

are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of 

the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that 

I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.  

Meadowlands Race Picks 

by Bob Pandolfo 

RACE 1 

8 BIZYS BEATLE 7-2 

3 TAM MAJOR A 7-2 

5 THE BIRD DANCE N 6-1 

9 URBAN RENEWAL 8-1 

BIZYS BEATLE moves into a good claiming barn while in form and versatile sort can be tough in this solid 

group of claimers…TAM MAJOR A has also been racing well at this level…THE BIRD DANCE N was third 

over behind a dull flow last week; drops in for a tag and gets a better post for a high-percentage trainer 

who spots his horses well…URBAN RENEWAL had a tough trip in last at Pocono; post only knock but this 

veteran is good enough to win this with the right trip.  

RACE 2 

2 SOUTHWIND DREDGE 2-1 

5 TITANIUM ALPHA 5-2 

9 LONE WOLF AMERICAN 4-1 

4 MY DELIGHT 7-1 

SOUTHWIND DREDGE is sharp and I’ll give him the edge in this all-women driver race…TITANIUM ALPHA 

steps up off a nice win…LONE WOLF AMERICAN is also in good form…MY DELIGHT ships in from Freehold 

and has two wins in eight starts at this track.  

RACE 3 

4 MARCUS SEELSTER 2-1 

8 BET THE LIMIT 2-1 

5 WINDSONG JACK 7-2 

1 DOCTOR BUTCH 6-1 

MARCUS SEELSTER changes hands off a claim, gets a better post and picks up Dunn…BET THE LIMIT has 

been sharp for Estrada barn…WINDSONG JACK millionaire 13 year old was used leaving in last and gave 

way but he’s quite capable against this type…DOCTOR BUTCH had some late pace in last; Dunn gets off 

but he fits here on one of his better efforts.  

RACE 4 

3 HARRY KNOWS IR 6-5 

1 TAD KRAZY HANOVER 5-2 

5 NYLANDER 4-1 

9 DELTASUN A 6-1 

HARRY KNOWS IR was on a roll in Ireland then qualified sharply for new connections but broke in his U.S. 

debut a month ago. Gets a sharp driver in this all-women driver race…TAD KRAZY HANOVER is second off 

the layoff, drops…NYLANDER drops and has a shot…DELTASUN A is a nice trotter and raced well off the 

bench in last.  

 



RACE 5 

5 MIKE’S Z TAM 7-5 

9 BOBCAT BAY 5-2 

1 RAUKAPUKA RULER N 3-1 

3 ON ACCOUNT 7-2 

MIKE’S Z TAM classy sort has done his best racing around three and four turns, although he took his 

career mark around two turns and does have a win over this track. He makes his first start for the Burke 

barn with a key driver change to Gingras…BOBCAT BAY drops and might go a big mile with 

Dunn…RAUKAPUKA RULER N stayed in and got caught in tight quarters clearing late with strong pace 

again; chance…ON ACCOUNT was a beaten favorite at this level in last but raced okay.  

RACE 6 

2 AHUNDREDDOLLARBILL 8-5 

3 LEXUS KODY 2-1 

6 RICH AND MISERABLE 3-1 

4 LINDY THE GREAT 7-2 

AHUNDREDOLLARBILLl raced sharp off a layoff in last…LEXUS KODY stayed flat and held off the top pick 

gamely…RICH AND MISERABLE consistent sort comes off another game effort…LINDY THE GREAT classy 

veteran hasn’t raced since November.  

RACE 7 

2 JK WILL POWER** 5-1 

4 DUDDIE’S LOR 2-1 

10 ACTON HANOVER 3-1 

5 TUFFENUFTOWEARPINK 5-1 

JK WILL POWER went evenly off cover in a pretty tough field in last…DUDDIE’S LOR stepped up in class 

and battled gamely first over…ACTON HANOVER is a threat despite the post here…TUFFENUFTOWEARINK 

steps up in good form, left hard in :26.3 in last, set a quick pace and held the show.  

RACE 8 

3 AS ALWAYS 2-1 

8 MARKET BASED 5-2 

5 ADRIANO HANOVER 4-1 

7 OHOKA CHOPPER N 4-1 

AS ALWAYS drops and moves inside, should go well here…MARKET BASED comes off two okay qualifiers 

for Burke and Gingras took this one over the 3…ADRIANO HANOVER and OHOKA CHOPPER N both fit well 

here.  

RACE 9 

8 LIVINTHEBEACHLIFE 4-1 

4 MY PAL JOE 4-1 

7 SOARING NOW 4-1 

5 BB LUCKY BOY 5-1 

LIVINTHEBEACHLIFE has come around now for Burke and Gingras took this one over a classy veteran 

(Bettor Memories)…MY PAL JOE had a tough trip from post 10 and held the place gamely in last…SOARING 

NOW qualified well for a trainer who can win off layoffs and showed sharp speed as a 3yo last year…BB 

LUCKY BOY was getting better and better in his 3yo season last year, is now in the Brett Pelling barn and 

shows two good qualifiers; factor in a very good and competitive race.  



RACE 10 

3 SERIOUSLY HANOVER 5-1 

10 JIMMY FREIGHT 8-5 

8 BELMONT ROYALE N 5-1 

9 CARBINE 7-2 

SERIOUSLY HANOVER moves inside, has some sharp recent wins against weaker and could upset with a 

trip…JIMMY FREIGHT fast horse came off a layoff to win gamely and could go a big mile here…BELMONT 

ROYALE N adds lasix and is capable with one of his better efforts…CARBINE set the pace and was second 

to Jimmy Freight in last.  

RACE 11 

7 CHASER HANOVER 8-5 

1 GOOD ROCKIN 2-1 

5 HOPNROLL HEAVEN 4-1 

2 MISTER SPOT A 5-1 

RACE 12 

5 RAPTORS FLIGHT N 2-1 

6 ITS SHOWTIME 2-1 

1 WHAT THE LUCK 4-1 

10 ITS ROCKIN RANDY 

RAPTORS FLIGHT N missed by a length after a solid first over trip…ITS SHOWTIME dropped into a weak 

field, worked his way to the lead from post 8 and won for fun as my top pick in last; faces faster but if he 

can repeat last he’ll be tough…WHAT THE LUCK beat similar off a ground saving trip in last; picks up 

Dunn…ITS ROCKIN RANDY is a speed threat despite the post.  

RACE 13 

8 SOUTHWIND BROWN 2-1 

3 ALWAYS A PANTHER 2-1 

4 FERDINAND A 4-1 

6 APPLE VALLEY ART 4-1 

SOUTHWIND BROWN and ALWAYS A PANTHER both raced gamely with Always A Panther the victor by a 

neck. SOUTHWIND BROWN was off a two week layoff and making first start for new barn in last so I’ll give 

him the edge….FERDINAND A and APPLE VALLEY ART both fit well here.  

RACE 14 

2 DEALER’S TABLE 2-1 

3 LITERL LAD HANOVER 5-2 

10 JOLLITY 3-1 

4 INCREDIBLE BADGER 10-1 

BEST BET: JK WILL POWER 7th Race 

 


